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When it matters – the next barcode at hand consecutively!

Clear assignment of
documents and goods
A company gate is the entrance and
access point to the company.
The course of the day often cannot
be foreseen. Gates are often strongly
frequented and interface with various
downstream processes. Good organisation and reliable documentation are
generally required there!
MeisterWerke Schulte GmbH,
a family-owned company of the producing wood-material industry, headquartered in Sauerland, took things a step
further in this context. The gate supports and optimises the inbound goods
process with two work steps. It is
integrated into a workflow system and
ensures correct assignment of documents to goods.
This is where the employees of
MeisterWerke took action to create
pragmatic improvement.

A good example from practice:
Optimisation of logistics bottlenecks in
inbound goods skilfully combined with
demands for accelerated processes for
servicing suppliers and forwarders.
Optimised processes, workflow system,
ERP integration
When goods are delivered, all pages of
the delivery documents are printed on
with a consecutive 1D barcode at the
gate already today; this is done with the
REINER jetStamp graphic 970.
The complete documents are scanned by
the porter and are available to incoming
goods at the same time as digital delivery documents via the workflow system.
The printed barcode is assigned to an
inbound goods number and a process and
is now also part of the ERP system.
The driver is then speedily directed to the
proper warehouse and gate on the large
factory premises via a call and guidance
system.
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In the further course, the consecutive
barcode on the documents plays an
important role once again: after inbound
goods inspection and placement in storage, all documents are finally scanned,
liked to the ERP inbound goods number
and archived according to the barcode.

Continuous barcode
even at changing requirements!
Generating a barcode with consecutive
content isn‘t magic. Having it at hand
on site at all times with a reliable marking device is more difficult! Having
a printer that can also be used flexibly
at changing requirements is special;
it is made possible by the REINER
jetStamp graphic 970.
One basic function of the REINER
jetStamp graphic 970 is its option to
print consecutive barcodes that may
contain the date, time, texts or a
counter. The numbers may change with
every imprint. How does this work if
there are different page numbers to each
document, for example?
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This is another basic function of the
REINER jetStamp graphic 970. The setting
wheel is operated by the porter. It switches between two settings: „1 for print
image“ and „F for functions“ – everything
else is pre-set at the device. No matter
the number of pages a delivery document
comprises: the consecutive bar code is
placed identically on all pages until the
setting wheel is changed again.
The benefits at a glance:
• Optimised supply control in connection
with continuous document tracking:
A consecutive barcode for changing
processes and at the same time the
same barcode for page numbering of
the process
• Faster processing at the gate: The basic
data at the jetStamp graphic 970 are
pre-set. The user only needs to operate
a setting wheel on the device.
• Flexible uses even in high-volume times
and always in the „right place“:
The device is mobile and the barcode
can be placed where it can be read best
via the sight window
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Simple and quick
marking

